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REPLY BRIEF OF APPELLANT
J. D. COLLINS

STATEMENT OF MATTERS IN
REPLY BRIEF

Aj^pellant believes it will be more convenient
to this court if his reply to the Answering
Briefs of all defendants is consolidated into a
single brief.

STATEMENT OF POINTS RAISED IN
THE ANSWERING BRIEFS

1. Objection to lack of allegation that no convey-

ance had been made by trustees.



2. Contention that passing of rents, issues and
profits likewise passed the title.

3. Trust was only to give specific legacies after

which trust terminated, and therefore the amount
involved could not exceed $500.00, which is the

amount of the trousseau for Frances Lount, who
never married, and therefore there is no jurisdic-

tion.

4. Title vested in William B. Lount and Hattie

L. Mosher.

5. The property has been divided.

6. It is argued that this matter is res adjudicata

on account of the case of Collins vs. Mosher, 91

Fed. 2d. at page 582.

ARGUMENT

Appellees^ objections will be taken up in the order

and according to the nmnbers above indicated under

the heading Statement of matter in Reply Brief.

1—It is contended that there is no allegation in

the complaint that the trustees did not sell the prop-

erty described. It is, however, stated that:

"The title to said i)remises is vested in the de-

fendant Trustees of the Julia A. Lount Estate."

Transcript of Record, page 4.

This is all that is required to be stated in a suit

to quiet title under Section 4357 of the Revised

Code of Arizona, 1928.



If the Trustees had conveyed the premises by
their joint deed as they had the power to do then

the title would not be vested in the Trustees as al-

leged.

This would clearly be a matter of defense, and ap-

pellant believes that no joint conveyance can be

pleaded or shown.

II

2—It is contended that the instructions for dis-

tribution of the rents, issues and profits of the real

property carried with it the fee simple title.

Some six cases are cited in support of this conten-

tion, Brief of Appellees Skrehot and Young, page 4.

These cases appellant will discuss in their order as

cited, referring to the cases by name and nmnber
only.

1—Kimljerlin vs. Hicks,
94 Pac. (2d) 335, 337.

Under the will of Charles M. Hicks, deceased, one,

L. C. Ele, was given the use of certain premises rent

free for twenty years.

It is contended by the defendant, in that case,

that these words created an estate for "twenty
years" in L. C. Ele. The plaintiff contended that

the granting of the rent free debased the estate to

a mere right to personal use and occupancy.

The court cites numerous cases with which ap-

pellant has no quarrel to the effect that the grant

of the rents, issues and profits of land is the grant

of the land itself.



However, the foregoing case at the foot of page

337, Col. 1, states the reason for the rule as follows

:

''The reason is that the grant of a thing can be
no more than the grant of the FULL and UN-
LIMITED use of it * * *"

In this very case of

Kimberlin vs. Hicks

the court does not hold that L. C. Ele acquired a fee

simple estate, but only an estate for twenty years,

because the right to the rents, issues and profits was
limited to twenty years and was not an LTN-

LIMITED grant.'

2—Lachmund vs. Moore,
181 N. W. 4, 192 Iowa 980.

In this case the will in terms gave to Harriet M.
Moore WITHOUT LIMITATION all the rents and

profits of the real estate in question.

Here there was no trust created to LIMIT the

use of the rents, issues and profits, and we have been

cited to no case which holds that such trust pro-

visions should be disregarded, or that they do not

place a valid restriction or limitation upon the en-

joyment of the rents, issues and profits. The cases

cited have no bearing upon valid express trusts.

3—Schnack vs. City of Larned,
186 Pac. 1012-1014, 106 Kan. 177.

This was a bequest to the City of Larned, Kansas,

of the entire beneficial interest in property WITH-



OUT LIMITATION except as to the use of the

property.

Such a perpetual grant, of course, carried with it

the fee since no trust was created by the will.

4—Johnson vs. Johnson,
23 S. W. 114; 22L.R.A.
179, 180.

This was a trust evidently attempted to be created

for some perjjetual religious purpose. The court

indicated that if the trust was valid the fee simple

title would have been conveyed to the trustees SUB-
JECT TO BEING DISTRIBUTED WITHOUT
BREACH OF TRUST, and to the control of the

court—see page 116, column 1.

However, the trust was held too indefinite and

the devise merely lapsed.

The case is conclusive upon the point that even

a PERPETUAL BENEFICIAL interest will not

destroy a valid trust and turn the property over to

the beneficiaries in fee simple.

5—Perry vs. Hacknev
142 N. Car. 368.

9 American Englisli Anno, cases 244.

This case involves interpretation of language

passing the use and benefit of an estate to a person

and the heirs of their body. The old rule in Shelley 's

case is involved. This rule is now abolished in Ari-

zona, and the will does not mention the "heirs of

the body" in the instant case.
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-In re Franks Estate
210 Pac. 417, 418;
190 Cal. 28.

Here the entire beneficial interest of both realty

and personalty was given to Mary Ray Spencer
without limitation and she was also made the ben-

eficiary under the residuary clause. The intention

of the testator was best effectuated by passing the

unlimited fee simple. No trust was involved.

In the instant case the right to the rents, issues

and profits did not pass to the beneficiaries directly

but the fee passed TO THE TRUSTEES who IN
THEIR JOINT DISCRETION were to sell, rent,

mortgage, manage and control the property and
THEN DIVIDE the proceeds in certain proportions

depending upon the source of the funds.

The beneficiaries took only a LIFE INTEREST
in the rents, issues and profits and they had no

vested rights at all, their rights springing up only

when the trustees exercised their unfettered judg-

ment in the management of the premises. Their use

instead of being unlimited was STRICTLY LIM-
ITED to so much of the issues and profits as the

trustees might see fit to liquidate and of necessity

their beneficial interest was limited to the duration

of their respective lives and could not be perpetual.

To destroy the trust would be contrary to the

CLEAR INTENT of the testatrix and therefore

contrary to the cardinal principle of all interpi'eta-

tion.



Ill

It is next contended that the trust was created

to last merely until $500.00 had l)een paid to Frances

Loimt, plaintiff's grantor, and therefore the juris-

dictional amount is not involved.

This is contrary to the clear intent of the testatrix.

The will is divided into seven Roman Numeral
Paragraphs.

In Paragraph Roman II—Transcript page 10, the

entire residue and remainder is devised and be-

queathed IN TRUST (Capitals in the will) to be

managed, leased, sold and distributed, in manner
following

:

Then follow five sub-sections each being num-
bered Arabic numerals from 1 to 5, inclusive, and

each telling the trustees in what way they shall

manage the property.

Sub-section 5 is just as much subordinate to the

general trust provision at the beginning of the

Roman paragraph II as are sub-sections 1 to 4, in-

clusive.

It would be absurd to supj^ose that the TRUS-
TEES were given powder to manage, control, lease

and sell all of the premises in order to pay the four

paltry legacies amounting to but Two Thousand
Dollars.

Any doubt upon the subject must be dispelled by

paragraph Roman IV—Transcript of Record, page

12, providing for a succession of trustees and para-

graph Roman VI, wherein it is provided:

"After the probate of this will and tlie filing of

an inventory of my estate, without appraise-
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ment, DESIGNATING THE PROPERTY
UNDER THE VARIOUS CLASSIFICA-
TIONS AFORESAID, I desire that no further
proceedings be had in Probate Court other than
notice to creditors to present and prove claims,

and said TRUSTEES be not required to ac-

count other than between themselves, SO LONG
AS MY SAID SON AND DAUGHTER
SHALL ACT."

Transcript of Record, page 12.

Nothing could be clearer than that the testatrix

intended the trustees to continue as such and dis-

tribute the proceeds of the property according to

its various classifications and appoint a new trus-

tee, if need be, so long as any property remained

in the estate.

IV

It is next contended that the trustee and ben-

eficiary are the same person and that there is a

merger. Certain cases are cited and appellant will

analyze these cases in their numerical order as cited

on page 6 of the brief of appellees Skrehot and

Young.

1—Morsman vs. ('Onunissioner,

90 Fed. 2d. 18.

In this case Robert P. Morsman of Omaha, Ne-

braska, attempted to create a trust with himself as

the SOLE trustee and the SOLE existing bene-

ficiary. The case is very interesting because if the

brief of this appellant sins by indulging in "some
rather abstruse speculations," as charged by appel-

lees Skrehot and Young, (Answering Brief, page 3,)

then the Honorable Circuit Court of Appeals of the
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Eighth Circuit has doubly transgressed in this re-

gard, for the opinion in the Morsman case is both

long, intricate and involved. So fine and obscure is

the reasoning of the majority in the Morsman case

that one of the three judges felt constrained to dis-

sent from the controlling opinion.

Nevertheless appellant believes that the majority

opinion in the Morsman case is well and correctly

reasoned. It is no more obscure and involved than

the subject of express and resulting trusts, con-

tingent remainders, and the like, requires.

Judge Thomas in the course of his excellent opin-

ion in the Morsman case quotes from

Bogert on "Trusts and Trustees"

See 90 Fed. 2d page 24 Col. 2.

Judge Thomas also says:

"It is true that a trust may exist where the

owner declares that he holds propei'tv for an-

other designated PERSON or PERSONS, even
including himself.

In re Browns Will,

252 N. Y. 366,

169 N. E. 612, 614

;

Stuart vs. Sargent,
283 Mass. 536,

186 N. E. 649, 651

;

Murrav vs. O'Hara (Mass.)
195 N.'E. 909, 911;

Trusts Restatement,
Sections 17, 18, 28, 100."

90 Fed. 2d. 18 at j^age 23 Col 1.
^
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Also:

"This result does not conflict with the rule that

members of a definite class may be beneficiar-

ies" etc. '^nor with the rule that a trustee may be
one of the beneficiaries.

Woodward vs. James,
115 N. Y. 346; 22 N. E. 150, 152;

Woodbery vs. Atlas Realty Co.
148 Ga. 712; 98 S. E. 472, 473;

Trusts, Restatement,
Sections 99 (2) and 115 (3),

FOR THE PETITIONER HERE WAS THE
ONLY PRESENT BENEFICIARY."

Above from Moi'sman vs. Commissioner,
90 Fed. 2d. 18 at page 26, Col. 1.

The fact that the Morsman case during a long, in-

volved and difficult, though clear and logical, dis-

seration upon Express and Resulting Trusts, refers

to:

Bogert on Trusts and Trustees,

as well as to:

Trusts, Restatement,

is very heartening to appellant as these are the au-

thorities mostly relied upon by appellant in this case.

RESTATEMENT, Sections 99 (4)
and 115 (4)

are the very back bone of a^jpellant's case and these

sections are by inference approved in the

Morsman vs. Commissioner
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Opinion which is in its essence favorable to appel-

lant in all particulars in so far as it is relevant at all.

2—Greene vs. Greene,
26 N. E. 739;
125 N. Y. 506.

Here a trust was created for three sons, for their

joint benefit for six years and then an equal share

ABSOLUTELY.

No trust was created and we think the rationale

of the case is not contrary to appellant's position.

In this view appellant is strengthened by the fact

that

Woodward vs. James, 115 N. Y.
346; 22 N. E. 150,

is cited with approval.

The Woodward case (supra) and the late case of

In Re Brown's Will,

252 N. Y. 366;
169 N. E. 612, 614,

are both favorable to appellant and quoted as such

in the

Morsman vs. Commissioner
Case (supra.)

3—Dunn vs. Ponceler,
161 So. 450 (Ala.)

This case differs from the case at bar in as much
as in that case the distinction betwen joint tenancy
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of the trustees and tenancy in common of the ben-

eficiaries is not strictly preserved, as it is in the

instant case.

However the court does quote from

Woodward vs. James,
115 N. Y. 346, text 357

;

22 N. E. 150, 152,

as follows

:

"It is undoubtedly true that the same person
cannot at the same time be trustee and bene-

ficiary of the SAME IDENTICAL INTER-
EST. To say that he could would be a contra-

diction, in terms, as comi)]ete and violent as to

declare that two solid bodies can occupy the

same space at the same instant. Where, how-
ever, the trustee is made beneficiary of the same
estate both in respect to its QUALITY and
QUANTITY, the inevitable I'esult is that the

equital)le is merged in the legal estate, and the

latter alone remains."

In this connection appellant quotes from

Bogert on Trusts, Vol 1,

page 383, Sec 129

;

See page 14, of our Oldening Brief, about a quarter

way down the page:

"But if there are tv\'o, or more, trustees, or two,

or more, cestuis, a diversity arises. The two,

or more, trustees hold their interest (generally

legal) as joint tenants. The title is vested in the

group, as a unit; while two, or more, cestuis

hold their equitable interests as tenants in com-
mon in almost all cases. This slight difference

in the character of the legal and equitable in-
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terests may justify the refusal to apply merger
except in the instance of a single i^erson or sole

trustee and cestui.

THUS EVEN IF A AND B HOLD A
LEGAL FEE AS TRUSTEE FOR A AND B,

WHO HxWE THE COMPLETE EQUIT-
ABLE INTEREST, THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN JOINT TENANCY AND
TENANCY IN COMMON MAY BE AMPLE
GROUND FOR LEAVING THE TRUST
INTACT."

Bogert on Trusts, Vol. 1

page 383, Section 129.

Appellant would prefer to believe that the Ala-

bama court leased its decision in the

Dunn vs. Ponceler case (supra)

upon the absence of JOINT TENANCY in the

trusteeship in that particular case.

If the Alal)ama court holds that merger would
occur in a case like the one at bar, where the estates

of the cestui s and of the trustees differ BOTH AS
TO QUANTITY AND QUALITY, then it is the

only court which appellant has found maintaining

this doctrine.

4—Axtell vs. Coons,
89 So. 419;
82 Fla. 158.

Here there was but a sole cestui que trust who was
likewise SOLE TRUSTEE. This case is not con-

trary to appellant's position.
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5—Johnson vs. Mnller,

86 Pac. (2) 569 (Kan.)

While the facts of this case differ from the case

at bar, there are three excellent qnotations. One
from Corpus Juris. One from Trusts, Restatement

;

and one from Ruling Case Law.

The law as quoted from Corpus Juris and Restate-

ment (in the Johnson vs. MuUer case) are the same
quotations as contended for by appellant. The court

in the

Johnson vs. Muller case (supra)

being- guided by the general principles as laid down
by these above authorities, and by the fact that there

is a succession of trustees provided for, comes to

the conclusion that there is no merger. The language

used by the court is in its essence very favorable to

this appellant, although, of course the facts are

quite different.

The most certain thing in the will of Julia A.

Lomit, and which has precedence over all other mat-

ters, is that tlie testatrix intended that the joint

trusteeship should continue after the death of one

of the trustees and that when the new trustee was
appointed hy the court he was intended to account

to the court and to hold as JOINT Trustee for the

benefit of his co-trustee and for the persons now
entitled to the share of the rents, issues and profits

which would have belonged to the deceased trustee

whoever such person may be. Even if the beneficiar-

ies of the share of the rents, issues and profits which

would have belonged to the deceased trustee should
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be imascertainable because of indefiniteness and un-

certainity such portion of the rents, issues and
profits woukl revert as a resulting trust to the es-

tate of Julia A. Lount, deceased, and the appellant

Collins, as the assignee of Frances Lount, is NOW,
and has been since the death of William B. Lount,

deceased, entitled to some portion of the rents, issues

and jirofits.

These facts, instead of weakening the trust fea-

tures of the will greatly strengthen them, and shoAV

clearly a present justiciable controversy which

should be litigated in the District Court.

The important thing to bear in mind is that the

word ''beneficiaries" could not possibly refer to the

ultimate reversionary l)eneficiaries, but refers at

most to those who share in a portion of the rents,

issues and profits during the continuance of the

trust.

V
It is next contended that the trustees by Quit

Claim Deed (see Ilerlick brief, bottom of page 8)

attempted to divide the property between themselves.

This matter was not raised in the pleadings in this

case, but it is true and therefore had l^etter be met
now than left to the District Court, as it would be,

on the reversal, and sending back of this cause for

trial.

Of course, considering the trust features of tlie

will to be valid, as appellant contends, thus creating

a spendthrift, or discretionary, trust in favor of the

trustees themselves, it follov>'s that any such division

is void as being altogether contrary to the intention

of the testatrix and void as a matter of law.
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It is elementary that the discretionary duties of

a trustee can not be delegated and no authorities

need be cited upon this point.

The trustees had no power to partition the prop-

erty, and thus partition the responsibility, between
tliemselves.

Caldwell vs. Gi'aham,
80 A. 839, 115 Md. 122

;

38 L. R. A. (N. S.) 1029.

Since the purpose of the trust as gathered from
the will itself would not ])e terminated until the

death of both trustees, or the exhaustion of the j)rop-

erty, it follows, by all of the authorities, that even

a Court of Equity, at the request of all of the bene-

ficiaries, they being of lawful age, will not dissolve

the trust.

We quote from

Bogert on Trusts

as follows:

"In states recognizing Spendthrift Trusts
also, it is apparent that the court will not end
the trust on application of the cestuis, although
all are of full age and sound mind."

Bogert Trusts, Vol. 4,

page 2932, Section 1002;

Citing cases from:

Connecticut, Illinois, Michigan,
Kentucky, and Pennsvlvania.
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Even if the trust was not a Spendthrift Trust the

court would not terminate it at the request of the

cestuis.

We quote:

"But the majority of American Courts which
have considered this problem have come to the

opi^osite conclusion, and have declined to decree

the termination of an active trust, with purpose
to be achieved, even though it was not of spend-
thrift character and even though all cestuis were
in existence, ascertained, competent, and before

the court praying for its extinction."

Bogert Trusts, ^\)l. 4,

page 2934, Section 1002.

Citing cases from:

Circuit Court of Appeals,
U. S. Supreme Court,

California, Connecticut,

Florida,

and fourteen other states.

Certainly the trust could not be terminated at the

mere whim of the beneficiaries without court action.

VI

The last point raised, and the one chiefly relied

upon by the appellees in this cause, is the case of

Collins vs. Mosher,
91 Fed. 2d. 582, 585.

This case was not pleaded as res adjudicata to the

present case, nor is it res adjudicata for the reason

that although this action is in the name of J. D.
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Collins it is brought for, and on behalf, of the trus-

tee, Hattie L. Mosher, she having refused to act.

The cestui que trust is, in this emergency, asking

the court to enforce the cause of action running to

the trustee.

See:

Bogert Trusts, Vol. 4,

pages 2533—34, Sec. 870.

It is like a stockholder's suit on behalf of the cor-

poration. The suit is brought by the stockholder for,

and on behalf of, the entire corporation and involves

not only the rights of the named plaintiff but of

all otlier stockholders as well.

Therefore the trustee, although a named defend-

ant, is in legal effect the plaintiff, and, of course,

the defendants are altogether different than in cause

No. 8309 in tliis court, where Hattie L. Mosher,

alone, as an individual, was named sole defendant.

Counsel for api)ellant does not now and never has

considered that the Honorable Circuit Court of Ap-
jjeals has ever had the question of the construction

of the will of Julia A. Lount, deceased, placed

squarely before them for determination.

J. D. Collins, as a mere beneficiary of a construc-

tive trust, had no right to bring suit in his own
name unless the trustee refused to act, and in that

event the trustee would have to be a party defend-

ant, which she was not.

There was, at the time, no justiciable controversy,

as the court aptly said.
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Fiirtherinore, appellant has examined the record

in cause No. 8309 with care and finds that no where

was it argued, nor even suggested, that the will of

Julia A. Lount, deceased, standing alone created a

trust in favor of any named beneficiaries. Counsel

for appellant, in that case, sought to go outside the

will and j^rove the identity of the beneficiaries by

extrinsic evidence.

The efforts of counsel for Collins in finding cases

to permit the introduction of extrinsic evidence to

vary, or explain, a will are indeed commendable.

However, in his ingenious endeavor to bring in

outside evidence to bolster up his will, counsel ap-

parently overlooked the fact that the will, itself

standing alone, and uninjured by extrinsic evidence

created a valid trust.

Furthermore the ai)pellant in the case of C^ollins

vs. Mosher recognizes the division between William

B. Lount and Hattie L. Mosher as valid and treats

Hattie L. Mosher as an individual as the owner of

the property in fee simple. This is the only ex])lana-

tion for the suit l)etween J. D. Collins and ITattie

L. Mosher ALONE, as an individual.

The sole theory and, necessarily from tlie parties

involved, the sole hope of the appellant in cause No.

8309, was to establish as between Hattie L. Mosher,

AS AN INDIVIDUAL AND SOLE OWNER of

the property described, a constructive trust in ap-

I)ellant's favor, the rights of third persons not being

involved.

The sole question before the court in cause No.

8309 was whether, or not, the evidence was sufficient

to show a constructive trust.
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If Julia A. Lount, deceased, had deeded the prop-

erty to Hattie L. Mosher upon the same terms and
conditions alleged in the complaint in cause No.

8309, the question would have been no different than

what was actually presented to the court.

The trust features of the will standing alone had
no real bearing upon the issues involved unless it

could have been as a mere suggestion to the court

that there were beneficiaries outside of the will it-

self.

This court had no right whatever to depart from
the record or render an opinion upon a theory dif-

ferent from that advanced by counsel in the printed

transcript of Record and the briefs.

Falvev vs. Coats
47 Fed.
856; 89 A. L. R. 1;

Hayden vs. Ogden Savings
Bank, 158 Fed. 90;

Johnson vs. Titanium
Pigment Co. 94 Fed. 300;

Board of Commissioners
of Grand County vs. King,
67 Fed. 945;

Wood Products Co. vs.

Paysinger, 84 Fed. 2d. 476.

The present case is altogether different as it rec-

ognizes the validity of the trust will as probated,

and recognizes Hattie L. Mosher as an active trustee,

and repudiates the Quit Claim Deeds, and joins all

known parties liaving or claiming an interest in the

premises. The construction of the will is now square-

ly before this court.
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The Opinion in cause No. 8309

Collins vs. Mosher
91 Fed. 2d. 582

does state on page 583, colmnn 2 that the son and
daughter are directed as trustees to comply with

some (4) subparagraphs and that thereafter the will

directs that the residue be distributed in specified

portions to the son and daughter.

This does not state that the COURT should dis-

tribute the residue of the estate to the son and
daughter in certain proj^jortions, nor can such a

meaning be drawn from the entire opinion.

The will itself plainly j^rovides, (page 10 of the

Transcript of Record)

:

'*I give devise and bequeath unto my son
William B. Lount and mv daughter Hattie L.

Mosher, JOINTLY all of the residue of my
propertv, real personal and mixed, wherever
situated, IN TRUST, however, to be by them
managed, controlled, leased, sold and DIS-
TRIBUTED, in manner following:

(The capital letters in JOINTLY are ours; the

capital letters of IN TRUST are in the original

will.)

Then follow FIVE SUB-PARAORAPHS each

bearing consecutive Arabic numerals from one to

five, consecutively.

No where until sub-section five is reached is there

any provision for the distribution of any of the real

property, or the proceeds thereof, yet the trustees

are specifically instructed to manage, control, lease,

sell and DISTRIBUTE in manner following ALL
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of the residue of the estate which was left to them
IN TRUST.

The COURT was not authorized to DIS-
TRIBUTE the rents, issues and profits in certain

proportions between the parties. The TRUSTEES
are by the plain language of the will required to

make this distribution. If the court would have to

distribute the rents, issues and profits the estate

would still be open.

Besides the feature about not being- required to

account, EXCEPT BETWEEN THEMSELVES,
SO LONO AS THEY REMAIN TRUSTEES, and
for succession of trustees is without meaning vmless

the trustees are to sell and mortgage the land at their

discretion and DISTRIBUTE the proceeds.

Appellant is sure from a construction of the whole

opinion in

Collins vs. Mosher,
91 Fed. 2d. 582,

that this Honorable Court agrees with appellant

fully as to the literal meaning of the will. The lan-

guage to the effect that no trust was created

stemmed from the failure of the appellant in that

case to show any beneficiaries UNDER HIS
THEORY OF THE CASE. The appellant's very

admission that the lots w^ere Quit Claimed by Wil-

liam B. Lomit to Hattie L. Mosher is a negation

of any Express Trust.

In discussing a certain letter introduced in cause

No. 8309 this court said:

"This letter makes no mention of the grand-
children as intended beneficiaries, but states in

«
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substance that the will as drawn permits the son
and daughter to sell or do anything without in-

terference of the wife of the one or the husband
of the other. The thought appears in part to

create a sort of fictitious TRUSTEESHIP IN
THE BENEFICIARIES THEMSELVES in

order to leave them unhampered in the control

and disposition of the property. THIS EX-
PLANATION IS IN ENTIRE CONFORM-
ITY WITH THE TERMS OF THE DOCU-
MENT AND TENDS TO ELUCIDATE IT."

THIS LANGUAGE CAN ONLY MEAN ONE
THING. This court recognized in the case of

Collins vs. Mosher,
91 Fed. 584, being
Cause No. 8309,

in this court, that the will STANDING ALONE
did make a TRUSTEESHIP in the BENEFIC-
IARIES THEMSELVES, meaning William B.

Lount and Hattie L. Mosher, in order to leave them

unhampered in the control and disposition of the

property. THIS RECOGNIZES THAT THE
TESTATRIX INTENDED TO GIVE THE
TRUSTEES CONTROL OF THE PROPERTY
UNTIL IT WAS FINALLY DISPOSED OF.

The proposition that such a trusteeship, where

there are plural trustees, is valid, was not urged,

and this court rightfully held that there was no

proi)er evidence to show a constructive trust and

NO JUSTICIABLE CONTROVERSY.

It is clear from the foregoing quotation from the

opinion in the said

Collins case. No. 8309,
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that any reference to the passing of the property

to the son and daughter unliampered by the trust

is a statement of the legal effect of the will SO
FAR AS SHOWN BY APPELLANT'S EVI-
DENCE in that particular case and in no way nega-

tives the fact that the testatrix tried to create what
is termed as a sort of "fictitious trust" in the bene-

ficiaries themselves. Indeed this court specifically

said that such an intended trust was

"in entire conformity with the terms of the
docmnent * * *"

The court by stating that a fictitious trust was
attempted to be created in the beneficiaries them-

selves has clearly stated that the testatrix tried to

do what appellant says she has done.

The court's reason, as shown by the opinion, for

saying that the intent of the testatrix has failed is

because no beneficiaries, other than the trustees,

were named and no REAL purpose was to be served.

The GRAMATICAL CONSTRUCTION placed

upon sub-paragraph 5 of paragraph II of the w411

by appellant in the instant case is clearly adopted

by this court in cause No. 8309.

The trusts, in the first four sub-paragraphs under

Roman paragraph two of the will are conceded to

be good because outside beneficiaries are named, but

the trust attempted to })e created by sub-paragraph

5 under Roman paragraph two is said to be void

for the reason just stated. NO SUCH GRxiMATI-
CAL CONSTRUCTION IS PLACED UPON THE
WILL as contended for by the appellee, Nielsine

Herlick, and the will, VIEWED AS A WHOLE,
or analyzed from the stand point of ENGLISH,

I
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cries out against so shallow a construction, taken

from the very surface of the words, as it were, with-

out regard to their antecedents or the place and
manner of their use.

The trust goes to sub-paragraph FIVE and the

only reason the trust is spoken of in case No. 8309

as fictitious is because that appellant's own evidence

in that case indicated the idea of creating a trust

for mere convenience and not for the protection of

any cestuis, and because it was at no time contended

that the trustees were the real beneficiaries, the

beneficiaries being sought outside the will.

It is submitted to this court that the appellant in

THIS case should not be bound by the extrinsic evi-

dence introduced in the case of

Collins vs. Moslier,

91 Fed. 2d. 582.

The trust will, standing alone, is clearly valid by

the great weight of authority.

Astute counsel for the api)ellees who have a very

real interest in this cause have been unable to find

any plausible argument, or any cases which can

fairly be said to show that this will, in, and of, itself

does not constitute a valid trust, whereas appellant

has cited many authorities, both general and specific,

which sustain its validity.

Even the extrinsic evidence introduced by the de-

fendant Mosher in the trial of

Collins vs. Mosher,
91 Fed. 2d. 582 to 585.
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had a very different significance then than it would

have if introduced in the trial of this instant case.

It was conceded in the

Collins vs. Mosher case,

91 Fed. 2d. 582-585

see page 583, Column 2, that THE PROPERTY
HAD BEEN CONVEYED TO THE RESPOND-
ENT (MOSHER).

Such a conveyance, of course, made the property

hers OUTRIGHT in fee simple AS AN INDI-
VIDUAL, in the capacity in which she was sued.

Therefore when Mrs. Mosher said, see:

Page 584, Column 2,

Collins vs. Mosher,
91 Fed. 2d. 582

''My mother's main idea, as she expressed it to

me * * * was that, when we are gone if there

was even the smallest piece of land left, after

brother and I died, that she wanted the land to

go and descend to her blood heirs, to her grand-
children * * * these being the trust beneficiaries

of her will."

She must have meant in the light of that appellant's

view in the

Collins vs. Mosher case,

No. 8309,

that she, Mrs. Mosher, would carry out the request

of her mother.

This could have been done by willing the property

to J. I). Collins and the other a-randcliildren.
"II
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HOW DIFFERENT in the instant case where a

VALID EXPRESS TRUST is shown to still exist.

In the light of this Existing- Trust the words of

Mrs. Julia A. Lount, deceased, could be construed

as, NOT A MERE REQUEST, but RATHER AN
EXPLANATION of why the will was made as it

was so that the property, if any remained, AS A
MATTER OF LAW, must revert back to the grand-

children of the testatrix and to her ''BLOOD
HEIRS."

It is apparent from the Record in the case of

Collins vs. Mosher
No. 8309,

that Julia A. Lount, deceased, was a World Travel-

ler, having been to Germany shortly after the writ-

ing of her will.

It was likewise apparent that she was a person

of large property interests and considerable culture

and education, and that she gave a great deal of

attention and study to the preparation of her will.

It cannot be doubted that every phase of this

singular document was gone over on very many oc-

casions with her learned counsel who were obviously

steeped in Blackstone and Tiedeman.

If this august tribunal were not of a younger gen-

eration they would recognize the witness, J. M.
Jamison, as a well known legal light in the State of

Michigan where he was a judge in the Nineties.

Also W. H. Stilwell, a legal celebrity in the State

of New^ York, in the Nineties. Both having been,

as partners in Arizona, attorneys in cases that have

appeared in the Pacific and Federal Reporters.
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Both of these lawyers witnessed the will of Julia A.

Lount. It is well known in the legal profession that

important wills make a point of being witnessed by
w^idely known signatures — too well known to be

simulated. These two were obviously her solicitors.

Unquestionably a woman of the position held by

Mrs. Lount, and of her apparent financial circum-

stances, must have known of the partial intestacy

whereby a resulting trust would inevitably arise in

favor of her direct descendants, her beloved "blood

heirs".

The will was both ingenious and eccentric. It

hermetically sealed the estate against the influence

of "in laws" during the lifetime of her children

and INEVITABLY brought back the reversion to

the FAMILY, the "blood" of the deceased.

The result could have been no more inevitable if

the grandchildren had been named as beneficiaries

of whatever portion remained undisposed of at the

termination of the trust.

Such a disposition would have been too obvious,

however. The "in laws" would in this fashion have

been bluntly notified of the intention of the testatrix

to shut them out of the corpus of her estate, either

by will or descent.

The will as it stands must be assumed to be in

keeping with the personality and wishes of the de-

ceased testatrix.

Not so much as the dotting of an i, nor the cross-

ing of a t, was written by inadvertance.

If the meaning of the phrase "beneficiaries of

the deceased trustee", as used in the will, is am-

biguous, it was intended so to be.
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Such ''beneficiaries", whoever they may be, by

inference share only in the rents, issues and profits

after the death of one trustee, and until the termina-

tion of the trust. Under no interpretation of the

will can the trustees be considered to have power to

dispose in any possible manner of any part of the

corpus of the estate with a single signature. The
dominant command of the testatrix is ''JOINTLY",
"THEY", "THEIR", and "TRUSTEES".

No possible way for either son or daughter to ob-

tain, dispose of, give away, or even themselves

spend, one penny of the rents, issues or profits, un-

til it has first passed through the control and hands

of "TWO TRUSTEES" and by these two trustees

distributed into the hands of the said son and the

said daughter ; or the person who stands in the shoes

of a deceased son.

The "beneficiaries of the deceased trustee" refers

only to beneficiaries during the continuance of the

trust, and even then, they do not necessarily share in

the rents, issues and profits, but only help select thv

new trustees. There is no suggestion of beneficiaries

after the termination of the tiiist.

Whatever was said in tlie old case of ('Ollins vs.

Mosher is not bindins: here.

This is a differently ])resented case

and the question of the rents, issues and profits of

the deceased son is a very vital one. To say that

Mrs. Mosher can consume all of those incomes, or,

possibly, divert them to her own descendants, or to

her own "in laws", would be such a travesty on jus-

tice that it is bevond our ken.
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It is true that one purpose of the testatrix was,

as stated in the opinion of this court, to obviate the

necessity of having the signature of spouses in the

event of a transfer, or mortgage, of the property.

This is a characteristic of a valid trust and a legiti-

mate purpose.

Standing alone such a purpose is insufficient to

support a trust. This court has correctly held that

no trust exists where the SOLE jmrpose of the trus-

tor was to facilitate the transfer of the property

by the trustees, in a case where no beneficiaries are

involved. There was no evidence in the old case of

Collins vs. Mosher
91 Fed. 2d. 582.

No. 8309

showing any other purpose than the matter of con-

venience.

It is a matter of common knowledge that in the

rough old territorial days of Arizona, back in 1905,

when this will was written, there were great dan-

gers to be encountered both by men and women.
Wide open gambling and vice were rampant to en-

snare the men and widows with more money than

sense were the legitimate prey for designing males.

It could readily be assumed, in the absence of evi-

dence to the contrary, that the great purpose of the

will was to protect each beneficiary against himself

and make each a watch dog for the other. It might

be easy to persuade one person to sell and squander

a fortune, but it would be well nigh impossible to

persuade two persons to sell and squander their

JOINT ESTATE. From appellant's citations he
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has shown that this wouki be the interpretation of

the will standing- alone.

To api)ellant it does not seem just nor equitable

that in the present form of action between the pres-

ent parties and upon the true theory of the will

that the parties should be bound by unpleaded evi-

dence introduced in a former case between different

parties, especially where neither res adjudicata nor

estoppel by judgment were pleaded in this case.

Since third persons are involved in this litigation

appellant is not asking to benefit by any extrinsic

evidence in matters where they are concerned and
since the record shows appellant is standing upon
the will alone, strangers to it should not be permitted

as against appellant to bring in the extrinsic evi-

dence which was brought forward in some previous

case in order to defeat appellant.

If extrinsic evidence is brought in at all, then it

should be brought in upon a trial of this cause where

the cestuis que trustent, l)esides appellant, and the

grandchildren wlio are all equal 1}' interested in the

outcome of this cause may have an opportunity to

be heard in order that their rights may not be fore-

closed by pi'evious litigation to which they were not

parties, and of which they had no knowledge, at all,

or in any event were not parties in their present

capacities.

It is universally recognized that where the rights

of third persons are concerned extrinsic evidence

will not be permitted to show the existence of ben-

eficiaries not even mentioned in the will, nor to vary

the plain language of the will.

'SSince a will is to be construed from the written

language of the histrument itself, it is a fmida-
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mental rule that parol or extrinsic evidence is

not acbnissible to add to, vary, or contradict,

the terms of the will."

69 Corpus Juris, 135
Section 1173.

While an insufficient designation of beneficiaries

would allow extrinsic evidence in explanation there-

of, an ABSOLUTE SILENCE on the subject of

beneficiaries as in the present case, except for the

trustees, themselves, WHO ARE SPECIFICALLY
NAMED AS BENEFICIARIES, would certainly

cause the will to fail as to any other beneficiaries

and the remainder of the estate, after the trust has

been terminated by the death of H. L. Mosher, would
revert back to the estate of the testatrix, and no

extrinsic evidence would be admissible to vary this

result, one way, or the other.

69 Corpus Juris, page 166,

167, Sections 1192-1193

and 1194.

In this sense the beneficiaries would be the cestuis

que trustent of a resulting trust in favor of the es-

tate of Julia A. Lount, not including, of course, the

living trustee.

This rule (supra), in Corpus Juris, might be

varied in case of a constructive trust, GrOOD AS
BETWEEN THE IMMEDIATE PARTIES,
ONLY, as attempted to be shown by the appellant in

Collins vs. Mosher,
No. 8309,
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but extrinsic evidence must be ruled out of the in-

stant case.

WHY?
The courts of no nation are permitted to ask

"WHY, was that Trust Will written?" Lawyers

are prone to loftily ignore reasons.

It cannot be denied that in many cases it is:

"The hand of the Dead,
reaching out of the grave,

TO CLUTCH,
at the lives of the living.

And yet, the laws of every nation uphold this

"clutching". The High Courts assume:

"Theirs not to reason
"WHY"?
Theirs but to do,

and * * *".

Scraping the polish and veneer off of the Will

at Bar uncovers the bald surface of homely facts

that this woman of obvious education and superior

discrimination, and probably with unusual powers

of observation, was aware that her son and daughter

would have no disagreements as between themselves,

but that there was some weakness, or tendency, or

inclination, in one, or the other; or in both some

different trait from the other, which would check

and restrain the wasting of the family substance by

either of her children having the power, without the

signature of the other, to dispose, in any manner,

of any portion of their inheritance.
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The daughter was living in Europe. Should she

remain there such a trust will made it impossible

for the daughter to give a power of attorney to her

brother and thus shirk all responsibility of looking

out for her own future, and that of any children she

might have. This far seeing woman, Mrs. Lount,

may not have wanted her son to be able to dispose

of the corpus without check.

Likewise Mrs. Lount may not have wanted her

daughter to have the power to squander the family

substance by giving an enormous dower to procure

a titled husband for her beloved granddaughter,

a custom more j^revalent then than now.

It was impossible for either son or daughter to

divert any of the substance and source of income,

of their own volition, away from either themselves

or the ultimate descendants of Mrs. Lount who
Vvould benefit by tlie unconsumed portion of the es-

tate. Mrs. Lount, with the aid of skillful solicitors,

most surely guarded the future of those she loved.

It is so obvious that Mrs. Lount was a woman of

rare diplomacy who could control without the people

she controlled being aware of the '^ control". The
will was so surely vvdiipped into legal shape by law^-

yers who knew all circumstances of her domestic life

and every one connected with it. While these law-

yers kept the will so that her wishes would have to

be eventually carried out there is nothing in the will

to cause either son or daughter to feel that they

either had personal connections, or mental, or moral

traits that needed curbing, or weaknesses that they

could not, or would not, keep in bounds.
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In the instant case connsel for appellant has felt,

throughout the writing of his briefs, that the enor-

mous amount of research demanded by the proper

presentation of this cause should be done by him-

self, and not by an overworked tribunal, in showing

that there is an absence of any authority to be found

in the pages of any great legal writer denying the

validity of a will like the one in the case at bar, ex-

cepting, PERHAPS, cause No. 8309, which was
presented by counsel upon an entirely different and
we submit, erroneous theory, and on which the ap-

pellees, at bar, place their SOLE reliance.

Although the counsel in this instant case was satis-

fied that ^'DEAN COLLINS" would never have in-

stigated the present case without consultation with

leading attorneys in Portland, Oregon, to whom his

position gave him access, this present counsel did

not bring this suit until after weeks of study of

every filed document in the previous case (which

are all contained in the abstract of record), and

careful study of all briefs filed for the considera-

tion of this tribunal, had convinced him there was
no possible conflict between the previous case and
the one that is now being presented to this Circuit

Court of Appeals.

If this appellant's counsel had been of the opinion,

after reading the case of Collins vs. Mosher, (supra),

that this court would have rejected the will of Julia

A. Lount, deceased, in part, as not a justiciable con-

troversy, had the same been presented in the light

in which it is now presented, this case would never

have been brought.

However knowing, as appellant 's counsel, in the in-

stant case does, that the case of Collins vs. Mosher
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(supra) No. 8309 turned upon the single question

of whether extrinsic evidence was sufficient to es-

tablish a constructive trust IN HATTIE L. MOSH-
ER, AS AN INDIVIDUAL, appellant saw nothing

in the careful, and it might even be termed cautious,

opinion and analysis of the Judges Denman,

Stephens, and Healy, who presided in that appeal,

viewed in the light of the REAL ISSUES, which

should preclude this court from finding in favor of

appellant, after considering all of the authorities,

including the Collins vs. Mosher case, in their true

relation and factual background.

Respectfully submitted,

E. E. Selden, Attorney for

Appellant J. D. Collins.

Sixth Floor, Luhrs Tower,

Phoenix, Arizona.


